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Introduction

A heuristic evaluation is an informal method to assess a product or service against recognized
usability principles. Heuristics refer to Jakob Nielsen's 10 general principles for interaction
design. They are called "heuristics" because they are broad rules of thumb and not specific
usability guidelines.

Definition

Heuristic | hyo͞oˈristik | Adjective. Enabling a person to discover or learn something for
themselves: a “hands-on” or interactive heuristic approach to learning.

Description of the Website

Copper Country Historical Images has the following characteristics:

● A database of historical images from the Copper Country
● A search bar for finding images based on keywords
● A shoebox to collect and save images for later use
● A checkout feature to rent images or download them
● A comment feature to leave public comments on images
● A user login feature to access an account and resume progress
● An account creation feature
● A frequently asked question page
● An about page
● A copyright explanation page

The most important features of this website appear to be the search bar and the checkout feature.

Evaluation Methods

Copper Country Historical Images: https://cchi.mtu.edu/

This heuristic evaluation contains the following elements:

1. A paragraph devoted to Copper Country Historical Images according to each heuristic.
2. At least one visual reference about Copper Country Historical Images regarding each

heuristic.
3. A rating from 1–4 regarding the effectiveness of the Copper Country Historical Images

according to each heuristic (1—very ineffective; 2—ineffective; 3—effective; 4—very
effective).

4. A conclusion with a summary of the complete evaluation and your overall ratings.

The initial assessment appears in the Appendix of the heuristic evaluation.

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
https://cchi.mtu.edu/
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Heuristic 1: Visibility of System Status

Why does this heuristic matter?

The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through appropriate
feedback within reasonable time. The Nielsen-Norman group has a full article about visibility of
system status.

The visibility of a system’s status is an essential part of user experience. Visual indicators, such
as a changing color on a clicked button or a loading bar to display the progress of a
non-immediate process, keep the user informed, reduce their levels of uncertainty, and can even
prompt their next actions. When this heuristic is neglected, it can negatively affect the overall
experience the user has with a system. It can cause frustrations, doubt, and a lack of trust in the
website. For instance, a lack of adequate feedback could result in higher dropout rates from the
site. Users could also resort to methods to work around the system and obtain what they need.

Example: When a user clicks in the search bar, a blinking cursor appears, and a light blue
outline surrounds the textbox to indicate it is ready to be typed in.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

The buttons on this site are quick to respond and provide adequate information to the user on
their status of interactivity. Most of the textboxes also provide adequate indicators. However,
visual indication could be better during image selection and image browsing.

My rating: 3 - Effective

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/visibility-system-status/
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/visibility-system-status/
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Heuristic 2: Match between System and the Real World

Why does this heuristic matter?

The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases, and concepts familiar to the
user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information
appear in a natural and logical order. The Nielsen-Norman group has a full article on the match
between system and the real world.

The internet is a very abstract place, so in order to make sense of it, it is important for designers
to set up websites in a way that users can compare to the real world and their own experiences.
Online retailers often do this with a shopping cart icon to indicate where items are saved to and
stored until you’re ready for the checkout process. Generally, these indicators should be
understood by most of the users. When they are more abstract concepts, it is easier for users to be
overwhelmed and confused by a system that does not feel intuitive to them. This is important
because a user is less likely to stick around if they are having a difficult time understanding the
website.

Example: Copper Country Historical Images uses the “Shoebox” for users to store images in
before engaging in the checkout process.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

The overall language used across the website is understandable to a general audience. The format
is also fairly intuitive. There are a few portions of the website meant to reference familiar objects
in the real world, but some users may have difficulty associating meaning with them because
they reference experiences that are not necessarily universally shared.

My rating: 3 - Effective

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/match-system-real-world/
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/match-system-real-world/
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Heuristic 3: User Control and Freedom

Why does this heuristic matter?

Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked "emergency exit"
to leave the unwanted state without having to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo
and redo.

Being able to control the site and backout of an unwanted state is one of the characteristics that
contributes to a user’s trust in a system. If it takes them too long to back out of something, they
will be less confident in their next clicks because they don’t want to go through an inconvenient
process again. Quick, easy access to undo and redo options allow users to be more explorative of
the website with less hesitation.

Example: Once you start the checkout process, you can click the back button on your browser to
exit the ordering menu and return to your Shoebox.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

This website has a well-controlled interface. At any stage in any process, a user can go back to a
previous page or forward to one they just backed out of. In addition to the browser forward and
back buttons, there are also emergency exits built into the site itself.

My rating: 4 - Very Effective
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Heuristic 4: Consistency and Standards

Why does this heuristic matter?

Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean the same
thing. Follow platform conventions.

Consistency is key. Familiarity is comfortable for people, so the more the layout and language
reflects what they’ve already experienced, the more comfortable they are on the website.
Familiarity and consistency also allow for more efficient use of a website, and if a user is able to
get what they need in a timely and painless manner, they are more likely to use the website again
the next time they need it.

Example: The consistent formatting of image information such as Title, Description, Condition,
Date, etc. make it easy for users to efficiently locate known information on all images, regardless
if they’ve looked at it before.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

Most parts of the website that are consistent in format and language use. Locations of the main
tabs and buttons aren’t moved around (except for some of the buttons as the pages change), so a
user can easily find them again after they’ve located them once. Consistency is overall
maintained, though some could better align with the standards of the average user’s mental
models.

My Rating: 3 - Effective

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/do-interface-standards-stifle-design-creativity/
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Heuristic 5: Error Prevention

Why does this heuristic matter?

Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem from
occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check for them and
present users with a confirmation option before they commit to the action. The Nielsen-Norman
Group has a full article on preventing user errors.

It is incredibly easy for users to make small slips that greatly impact the success of their
interaction with a website. A simple misspelling could thwart a search, or a mistake could cause
frustration where it could’ve easily been avoided. Providing helpful constraints, suggestions, and
default options could make the experience more seamless for the user.

Example: Providing a dropdown menu to select a state during the checkout process instead of
having users type it out.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

Copper Country Historical Images has a few good instances of error prevention. However, there
are several more instances where errors do occur and there are no measures in place to direct the
user on how to remedy them. The search bar is the most problematic area for this heuristic.

My Rating: 2 - Ineffective

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/slips/
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Heuristic 6: Recognition Rather than Recall

Why does this heuristic matter?

Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible. The user
should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. Instructions
for use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever appropriate. The
Nielsen-Norman group has a full article on recognition vs. recall in UX.

[Describe the effect this heuristic can have on the overall experience with the website. Describe
an instance of its use that exhibits the heuristic.]

Using a website should be a simple and easy process for users. When they are uncertain how to
use a feature, they shouldn’t have to spend precious time hunting down the instructions. It should
be readily available in close proximity to the feature in question to ensure that the user’s use of
the system is efficient and painless. These instructions should be brief: providing enough
information for successful use, but not so much that it wastes the user’s time. If a user can’t
figure out how to use something in a timely manner, they will likely not bother with it at all.

Example: The instructions that appear immediately below the search bar that explain how to use
the search bar.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

There are very few areas of this website where instructions or explanations are readily available.
When they are present, they are not very informative or clear. There is a Frequently Asked
Questions page, but the information should be presented near where the question might arise, so
that it is efficient for the user to find what they need.

My Rating: 2 - Ineffective

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/recognition-and-recall/
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Heuristic 7: Flexibility and Efficiency of Use

Why does this heuristic matter?

Accelerators — unseen by the novice user — may often speed up the interaction for the expert
user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to
tailor frequent actions.

Tech savvy or repeat users of a system are not going to want to waste time going through the
hoops of how to use a system every time they return to it. They want speed and efficiency, and a
well-designed system should provide that for them.

Example: Being able to press the enter button on the keyboard to move forward instead of
clicking a button on the screen with a mouse.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

Copper Country Historical Images has a few different accelerators for more experienced users to
use. There are still a lot of things that must be done the same way, but if a user knows how to use
the website well, they can get through it quicker than a new user.

My Rating: 3 - Effective
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Heuristic 8: Aesthetic and Minimalist Design

Why does this heuristic matter?

Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit
of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and diminishes their
relative visibility.

Users like to skim websites when they first encounter them. Any information that is buried in a
sea of text will likely not be read. Providing only the basic information needed frees up space to
clearly show the most relevant information first with further details coming to light only when
they’re wanted. Allowing a page to visually breathe is an important part of aesthetic design.
Breaking up text lets people digest what’s in front of them without being overwhelmed.

Example: Showing only the Title, Thumbnail, Subject, and Description of images while browsing,
with other information withheld until the image is clicked on.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

This website does a very good job of having a minimalist design. All of the information at the
forefront of searching is brief and to the point. The only area that could be visually improved
would be the image information displayed after an image is clicked on.

My Rating: 4 - Very Effective
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Heuristic 9: Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and Recover from Errors

Why does this heuristic matter?

Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the
problem, and constructively suggest a solution.

Not getting the desired results is frustrating for users, so when it happens, it’s important for the
system to explain why it is happening and how users can fix it. It can be a simple message like
“password must contain at least one symbol” to let the user know what is causing the problem.
Providing error messages and suggestions for recovery keeps the users informed about what is
happening and encourages them to keep trying to fix it. If there was no feedback at all, the user
would likely get more frustrated with the system and decide to leave the process because of it.

Example: When a word or phrase is searched and does not match any of the images in the
archives, the message “*No results returned.” is displayed where resulting images would
normally appear.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

This website has very little in the way of error messages and recovery suggestions. Much of the
site is simplistic, so the designer likely didn’t feel the need to add such intricacies, but they are
still important. There are several parts of the site’s process that would greatly benefit from better
recovery initiatives.

My Rating: 1 - Very Ineffective
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Heuristic 10: Help and Documentation

Why does this heuristic matter?

Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be necessary to
provide help and documentation. Any such information should be easy to search, focused on the
user's task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be too large.

Questions will inevitably pop up, but if they are not easily answered in a timely manner, users
will get frustrated. Most often, these answers come in the form of an asynchronous help menu
where users can either search directly for or browse existing questions for answers to their own
question. Not everyone asks for help, but when they do, they should receive it.

Example: Having a Frequently Asked Questions page for users to seek answers to the most
common questions that occur while using the system.

Assessment of Copper Country Historical Images

There isn’t a lot in the form of help documentation on this site. There are 10 questions listed on
the Frequently Asked Questions page, a small blurb on the Copyright page, and contact
information for the archives if there are any additional questions. Getting in contact with a
person at the archives can take time from both parties, so it’s important to answer questions
directly on the website if you can. Unfortunately, this site does not always succeed in that.

My Rating: 2 - Ineffective
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Appendix A: Heuristic Evaluation of Copper Country Historical Images

Visibility of System Status

Copper Country Historical Images has numerous visual indicators along the site that change as
they are interacted with. The search bar, for example, adds a blinking cursor to the textbox and a
light blue highlight around the edges when it is clicked on, indicating that it is ready for the user
to type in. The main, colored buttons on the site, such as the search, add comment, and add to
Shoebox buttons, change as they are hovered over and clicked on, as shown in Figure 1 below.
This provides instantaneous visual feedback for the users that let them know that the system is
being successfully interacted with. Perhaps one of the best visual indicators on this site is the
password setup textboxes. During password creation, the initial textbox displays with an outline
of red, along with red text and an x symbol in the right-hand corner that signifies the password is
weak. As more characters are typed into the box, it changes to yellow with a caution symbol in
the corner, indicating that it is a good password. Finally, when enough unique characters are
entered the box and letters turn to green with a checkmark to indicate that the password is strong.
A similar indication strategy is used in the password confirmation box, where red indicates that
the password typed in does not match the original, and green indicates that it does match.
However, the image selection process could be a bit more responsive in terms of visual
indications. To select an image from the browsing menu or search results, the only current
method is to click on the thumbnail image. The only indicator to this at the moment is that the
mouse icon changes from an arrow to a pointing finger when hovered over an image. This is not
an ideal indicator because the mouse icon also changes to a capital I when hovered over any text,
even if it’s not clickable. This area could be improved, but overall, the website is adequately
responsive to user interaction.

Figure 1: Example for Visibility of System Status Heuristic

Caption: From left to right, these images show how the search button visually changes as it
moves from normal to hovered over to clicked on.

My rating: 3 - Effective
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Match between System and the Real World

Though the term “Shoebox” might seem endearing and logical as an image storing location to
people who grew up with a boxful of their favorite family photos under their bed, the term may
be losing some of its meaning in a modern era where the majority of images are stored in a
smartphone gallery. Young and future generations will likely have more difficulty understanding
this analogy than older generations and will likely be more confused about the purpose of a
digital “Shoebox” on a historical image archive. The term “wildcard” as presented in the search
bar instructions may also present some issues in understandability. A wildcard as it is used in this
context is a software tool used as a placeholder for numbers, characters, or empty strings. It is
said to be able to “expand the results of the search” but there is no explanation of how it is
supposed to be used. The term wildcard to someone unfamiliar with software jargon might mean
randomization but typing in solely an asterisk brings up the same search results every time. As a
result, most users will likely avoid this feature because they don’t understand it. The overall
language on the rest of this website is written in generally understandable English (though there
is a grammar mistake in the paragraph appearing on The Digital Archives page (“only a of
portion”)) and the overall format of the website is generally intuitive.

Figure 2: Example for Match between System and the Real-World Heuristic
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Caption: Copper Country Historical Images’ saved images gallery called the “Shoebox.”

My Rating: 3 - Effective

User Control and Freedom

Copper Country Historical Images works well with the browser undo and redo buttons, which
allows for easy navigation out of pages such as checkout, account creation, comments, and more.
However, it also provides a few emergency exits of its own. For instance, the Shoebox side panel
(Figure 3) which appears on the side of both the Digital Archives and Browse Subjects tabs
features a clear x button beside each of the images currently within a user’s Shoebox. This allows
a user to quickly remove an image without having to navigate into the Shoebox itself. This is a
great emergency exit for a user who accidentally adds the wrong image because of a misclick
and wants to remove it immediately while staying on the same page so they can add the
originally desired image to their Shoebox as well. The same feature appears within the Shoebox,
which allows users to quickly remove images before starting the checkout process. An x button
also appears when a user is about to leave a comment on an image. If at any point before
submission the user wishes to exit the comment creation window, they only need to click the x
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button to return to the previous screen. This website demonstrates excellent navigational control
and freedom for its users.

Figure 3: Example of User Control and Freedom Heuristic

Caption: The Shoebox side panel provides x buttons to quickly remove images without entering
the Shoebox itself.

My Rating: 4 - Very Effective

Consistency and Standards

The structured setup of how images and their relative information are displayed in the search and
browsing sections of this website are consistent. The thumbnail appears on the left, then the
Subject, then the Description, and then the button to add an image to the Shoebox. After clicking
on an image, a user is also shown formats of image information that are consistent between all
images in the archive. Even if a piece of information isn’t available for a particular image, such
as the date it was taken, that slot will still appear in the list of information as “undated” or
something similar. This ensures that a user doesn’t have to worry that they are just not seeing the
information they need. Rather, it allows them to quickly find the section they need and then see
that the information is unavailable. Though these instances are consistent, the website as a whole
could benefit from following more design standards, such as examples or checklists that ensure
more continuity.

Figure 4: Example of Consistency and Standards Heuristic
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Caption: Formatting of image information, which appears at the side of every image in the
archives.

My Rating: 3 - Effective

Error Prevention

Copper Country Historical Images has a few good examples of constraints it uses to prevent user
errors. Most of them include dropdown menus, like when selecting a state during the checkout
process, or a time zone during the account setup process. However, there are quite a few places
where this website does not prevent errors. Namely, it does not have a forgiving search bar. Any
misspelling, group of words that don’t exactly line up with an image in the archive, or even any
extra symbols like a space will mess up the search results. For example, there are a few pages of
results when you simply type in “barn” but if you type in “winter barn” or “barn ” (with a space
after it), no results will be returned. This portion of the website could definitely be improved.
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Figure 5: Example of Error Prevention Heuristic

Caption: A dropdown menu for selecting a US state during the checkout process.

My Rating: 2 - Ineffective

Recognition Rather than Recall

Copper Country Historical Images doesn’t provide a lot of instruction throughout the website.
Most of the information comes from the Frequently Asked Questions page. However, when it
does appear, it appears more on the side of not enough information. Figure 6 shows the
instructions that appear for the search bar on the home page. It says to enter a search word or
phrase but provides no guidelines for when those searches come back empty (as previously
mentioned, when extra spaces are added or phrases that don’t match any images are searched
for). It also relies on the user’s experience and ability to recall how to use a wildcard software
tool while searching. It explains that a wildcard can expand the results of a search, but not how to
make it do so. Another problem area is the Shoebox. There is nothing within the Shoebox that
explains what it is. Instead you have to navigate to the FAQ page to figure it out, and even that
doesn’t portray enough information (it says you can save photos and view them in the future, but
says nothing about how the “Shoebox” is emptied out if the user logs out of the system. Or that
when you checkout, you have to order all images in your Shoebox. You can’t pick just a few and
save the others for later (you have to delete them for that)). Finally, the checkout process
provides no instructions. While most people don’t need instructions for filling out their personal
information, features like Order Status and what filling out all the information is actually doing
(Sending an email to a person at the archives? Being put on a list? What about price? What about
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what format a user is ordering an image in? When will that information come up? Why can the
user change the order status when they’re creating an order?) require a bit more explanation.

Figure 6: Example of Recognition Rather than Recall

Caption: A brief instruction on how to use the search bar.

My Rating: 2 - Ineffective

Flexibility and Efficiency of Use

There are a few shortcuts available for more experienced users when it comes to using this
website, but because of its inherent simplicity, there aren’t a lot of them. One is that while
browsing or searching for an image, you can add it to your Shoebox without expanding the
image and seeing the full details. While in the search bar, you can also press enter on the
keyboard instead of moving your mouse and clicking on the search button on the screen.
Browsing also allows the arrow keys to scroll up and down the page, but you have to use your
mouse to interact with the images. When looking at an image in your Shoebox side panel, you
can also hit the escape key instead of the x button on the screen to exit the popup window. There
may be other shortcuts available for experienced users, but I am not currently experienced
enough to find them.

Figure 7: Example of Flexibility and Efficiency of Use Heuristic
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Caption: Quick add buttons that can add an image to the Shoebox without having to click on the
thumbnails and see the full descriptions.

My Rating: 3 - Efficient

Aesthetic and Minimalist Design

Copper Country Historical Images does an excellent job of keeping a minimalist style. For the
most part, it only displays the most pressing information during the initial browsing stage of a
user’s image search. To get more detailed information, a user simply has to click on their desired
image. The date scanned does not seem as relevant as the other information displayed during the
search, so it probably doesn’t need to be included upfront. Also, the brackets around the
description (as pictured in Figure 8), make the section feel a bit more cluttered than it needs to
be. Finally, after the image is selected, the information provided seems to be a bit “wall-of-text”
in nature. To remedy that, I would suggest making the headings a different color, bold, or putting
spaces between each for a visual break between them. Overall, though, this website definitely
isn’t visually overwhelming, nor does it provide too much information.

Figure 8: Example of Aesthetic and Minimalist Design Heuristic

Caption: Information (thumbnail, title, subject(s), and description) displayed with image during
the initial search and browsing process.
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My Rating: 4 - Very Effective

Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and Recover from Errors

There are only two instances I could find of the website displaying error messages, and only one
that suggested a recovery option for the error. The first is the return for searches that don’t match
anything in the archives. As shown in Figure 9 the search results simply shows “*No results
returned.” It does not offer any suggestions to obtain a more successful search. The other error
return comes when trying to incorrectly login to an account you already created. After inputting
an incorrect username or password, the system returns “Sorry, unrecognized username or
password.” and suggests (in hyperlinked bold font) a recovery option of “Have you forgotten
your password?” The search result error message would benefit from some sort of recovery
option, and the checkout process, which currently has no error messages to display, would
benefit from returning messages (even if that message is just turning the box red) for any unfilled
required text boxes before allowing order submissions.

Figure 9: Example of Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and Recover from Errors Heuristic

Caption: A “*No results returned.” error message when a word or phrase does not match any
images.

My Rating: 1 - Very Ineffective

Help and Documentation

While there is a Frequently Asked Questions page and a small blurb about Copyright
information, I feel as though there is still some information missing. The FAQ page has only 10
questions, the tenth being how to get in contact with a representative of the archives if you have
any further questions. None of them provide information that could help when no search results
come back from a searched word or phrase. There is also no answer to how to use the wildcard
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feature in the search bar. The answer provided for “What is the “shoe box”?” does not give
useful information such as all of your saved images are removed from your Shoebox when you
log out of the site, or that when you checkout, all of the images currently saved in your Shoebox
will be checked out at the same time, and that if you didn’t want to check out one of them, you
would have to remove it from your Shoebox before the checkout process started. The
information provided could certainly be more thorough.

Figure 10: Example of Help and Documentation Heuristic

Caption: Frequently Asked Questions page of Copper Country Historical Images

My Rating: 2 - Ineffective

My Conclusion

Overall, Copper Country Historical Images is simplistic and gets the job done. It has good visual
indicators that keep users informed about the system status, it has a decent use of “real world”
concepts to describe abstract ones within the site, and it is very good at providing an emergency
exit at all points in its processes. The problems this website encounters come with user errors.
Error prevention, error recognition and recovery, and help documentation are the three areas
where this website could improve the most. My first recommendation would be to provide more
detailed instructions and/or explanations in areas like the search bar, the checkout process, and
within the Shoebox. Then, I would recommend including more constraints to prevent user errors,
such as having multiple text boxes in the search area to input keywords (like in some of the
databases through the library search widget) so that users will be less tempted to add extra spaces
or put together phrases that don’t match anything. Alternatively, you could allow the search to be
more forgiving so that misspelled words or too many words don’t end in zero search results.
Thirdly, I would recommend more interactive dialogue with users when they encounter
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problems. It could be just error messages, or it could be an error message that suggests an
example or an instruction on how to correct or avoid the error. That would go a long way
towards making the website more user friendly.


